A Fairy Tale Ending

Penelope has always been a girl outside her
time, eighteen years old and yet living
many years in the past, during a day when
actual leather bound books could take one
on a journey. Shes a shy girl, spending her
weekends alone, regularly dating only the
random novels she finds at the old town
library. One weekend though, her life is
about to change.During a stormy weekend,
alone in the old town library, Penelope
discovers a book... or rather the book
discovers her. Unable to read much more
of the title than the words Fairy Tales
Penelope sits down and begins to read,
begins to let her mind journey into the
pages of this mysterious novel. Three tales
told through fairy tale styling, complete
with morals, are found within; however
these tales hold no morality and soon
neither will Penelope.Parodying much
more well known tales, these are
perversions Penelope has never even
dreamed of and each one sends her further
and further over the edges she never dared
cross until finally Penelope finds a much
more enjoyable way to spend her weekends
in the library, a much more thrilling climax
than the climax of any old book.When
reading, sometimes a book takes your mind
to faraway places; sometimes the book
simply takes your mind.

Family A Fairy Tale Ending Poster. Cinderella comes to the Movers after the ball, and they try to help her hook up with
the prince so they can live happily ever after.French Translation of a fairy-tale ending The official Collins
English-French Dictionary online. Over 100000 French translations of English words and phrases.Before we look at the
origin of the phrase fairy-tale ending lets just say something about its spelling. Like many compound words that began
as two words,Fairy Tale Ending. 2.2M likes. Your daily dose of inspiration.Editorial Reviews. About the Author. Jack
Heckels life is an open book. Actually, its the book A Fairy-tale Ending: Book One of the Charming Tales Kindle
Edition. by A Fairy Tale Ending. My husband, Jim, and I load up his Jeep Wrangler on Brookline Street in Cambridge
for our anniversary trip. The summerA happy ending is an ending of the plot of a work of fiction in which almost
everything turns out A happy ending is epitomized in the standard fairy tale ending phrase, happily ever after or and
they lived happily ever after. (One Thousand The public romance of Britains Prince Harry and Hollywoods Meghan
Markle may seem more fairy tale than real life, but there is one potential Collected for the first time, A Fairy-tale
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woman.with this musical.NOW Toronto. Fairy Tale Ending is pure fun from beginning to end.Mooney On Theatre.
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